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artisan plugin for sketchup is a graphic add-on destined to enhance the functionality of sketchup by
enriching it with subdivision manipulations, brush tools and vertex transformations. the focus falls on

handling complex geometry and on generating organic models that stand out. here's a little story
behind this plugin: after receiving the receipt for pb2, i downloaded the plugin and it worked great. i
used the sculpting tool to make a few pieces of furniture and i was very pleased with the way they
looked. i am very familiar with sketchup and if i had not used the pb2 plugin, i would have never

learned all these new organic sculpting tools. so i sent an email to the developer and he told me to
try out the organic sculpting tools in sketchup. so i did. after using the sculpting tools for a few

hours, i thought, "i can't wait to see this in my house." i went to the developer's website and bought
the plugin. it was very easy to install and it works great! i am using the organic sculpting tools in
sketchup and am very happy with the results. i am very excited about this plugin. this is another

great plugin. it's great to see the organic sculpting tools in sketchup. i am a professional designer. i
was looking for a plugin that can add organic sculpting to sketchup. i was about to give up and

resign myself to using an older version of sketchup. i found this plugin. i installed it, and boom, it
worked. i loved it so much that i bought other plugins from this developer. he is a very good

developer. i want to thank him for creating this. i am using it in sketchup. i want to buy it from him.
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